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NOTIFICATION

The following is the Probability List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found eligible to 

be included in the ranked list subject to the verification of the original documents for selection to the post of  

LABORATORY ASSISTANT (SR FROM SC&ST ONLY) - Thiruvananthapuram District (Category No. 

099/2016 ) in KERALA HIGHER SECONDARY EDUCATION Department on Rs8960-14260 on the basis of 

the Objective Type Test (OMR) held on 07/01/2017.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 

indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. 

:

Trivandrum

DISTRICT OFFICE, TRIVANDRUM

20/18/DOT

0471 2530523

Main List

103654 108821 114146 117660 120362 152667

163149 171337 187318 197245 280722 281652

282333 286565 529860

Supplementary List

Scheduled Tribe

143149 159562 239460 369566 634926



2 LABORATORY ASSISTANT (SR FROM SC&ST ONLY)

  Thiruvananthapuram 

Note:- (4) Candidate included in the Probability List should present and produce in person the original 

documents for verification. Date,Time and venue of certificate verification  of candidates will be intimated 

later.

Note:- (5) According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer 

scripts can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the 

Ranked List to be published for the post. 

Note :- (3)  The candidates who have secured 79.33 (Seventy nine (point) three three ) marks and above 

are included in the main list of the  Probability List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including the candidates who have secured top marks in the OMR 

Test. 

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission of  

application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the Probability List does not confer any right 

on the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (6)  Candidates should produce Community Certificate obtained from the Revenue authorities not 

below the rank of Tahsildar.

Note :- (7) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 07/01/2017 will be issued to those candidates 

who, apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List. Candidates whose 

Register Numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No:ERVII(2)2248/17/EW 

DTD:05/10/2018
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